MASICORP IS LAUNCHING A FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME AND WE ARE INVITING COMPANIES TO PARTNER WITH US IN OUR QUEST TO EMPOWER THE YOUTH OF MASIPHUMELELE TO BREAK THE CYCLE OF POVERTY THROUGH QUALITY EDUCATION AND MEANINGFUL EMPLOYMENT

STUDENT OPPORTUNITY
The MasiCorp Fellowship offers students from the community of Masiphumelele a comprehensive financial bursary as well as matches students with a partnering company who will provide industry mentorship, vacation work as well as graduate placement. Our goal is to equip students to be highly competitive graduates in their field.

*Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world*

COMPANY PARTNERSHIP
The MasiCorp Fellowship is looking to partner with companies based in Cape Town who believe we have a shared responsibility to support youth out of poverty and are willing to provide not only financial support, but industry exposure and work place opportunity to students who show exceptional potential.

* Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much*

B-BBEE BENEFIT TO COMPANY
Skills Development: By financially sponsoring the education of a Masicorp Fellow and subsequently employing that student, a company can earn up to 25 points

Socio-Economic Development: Through tax deductible monetary contributions (as per Sec 18A) and non-monetary contributions such as services rendered or employee time, a company can earn 5 points

Management Control: After employing a Masicorp Fellow, if a company ensures that their graduate’s skill-set improves to enable upward mobility within their company, the company can earn 19 points

“We must work together to ensure the equal distribution of wealth, opportunity and power in our society”

FOR MORE INFORMATION

MICHELLE JONES
michelle@masicorp.org
076 814 2312
www.masicorp.org